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SEM-IV(HONS), SEC-2 : Creative Writing and Business Communication 

BUSINESS  COMMUNICATION 

 

INTRODUCTION  

The word “communication” derived from the Latin word ‘communicare’ that means to impart, to 

participate, to share or to make common. It is a process of exchange of facts, ideas, opinions and as 

a means that individual or organization share meaning and understanding with one another. In other 

words, it is a transmission and interacting the facts, ideas, opinion, feeling and attitudes. 

 It is the ability of mankind to communicate across barriers and beyond boundaries that has ushered 

the progress of mankind. It is the ability of fostering speedy and effective communication around the 

world that has shrunk the world and made ‘globalization’ a reality. Communication had a vital role to 

play in ensuring that people belonging to a particular country or a culture or linguistic group interact 

with and relate to people belonging to other countries or culture or linguistic group. Communication 

adds meaning to human life. It helps to build relationship and fosters love and understanding. It 

enriches our knowledge of the universe and makes living worthwhile. 

 ROLE OF COMMUNICATION IN BUSINESS 

 The term business communication is used for all messages that we send and receive for official 

purpose like running a business, managing an organization, conducting the formal affairs of a 

voluntary organization and so on. Business communication is marked by formality as against 

personal and social communication.  

The success of any business to a large extent depends on efficient and effective communication. It 

takes place among business entities, in market and market places, within organizations and between 

various group of employees, owners and employees, buyers and sellers, service providers and 

customers, sales persons and prospects and also between people within the organization and the 

press persons. All such communication impacts business. Done with care, such communication can 

promote business interests. Otherwise, it will portray the organization in poor light and may 

adversely affect the business interest. 

 Communication is the life blood of any organization and its main purpose is to effect change to 

influence action. In any organization the main problem is of maintaining effective communication 

process. The management problem generally results in poor communication. Serious mistakes are 

made because orders are misunderstood. The basic problem in communication is that the meaning 

which is actually understood may not be what the other intended to send. It must be realised that 

the speaker and the listener are two separate individuals having their own limitations and number of 

things may happen to distort the message that pass between them.  

When people within the organization communicate with each other, it is internal communication. 

They do so to work as a team and realise the common goals. It could be official or unofficial. Modes 

of internal communication include face-to-face and written communication. Memos, reports, office 

order, circular, fax, video conferencing, meeting etc. are the examples of internal communication. 



 When people in the organization communicate with anyone outside the organization it is called 

external communication. These people may be clients or customers, dealers or distributors, media, 

government, general public etc. are the examples of external communication.  

• Communication is the life blood of the business. No business can develop in the absence of 

effective communication system.  

• Communication is the mortar that holds an organization together, whatever its business or 

its size.  

• When people within the organization communicate with each other, it is internal 

communication and when people in the organization communicate with anyone outside the 

organization it is called external communication.  

• Ability to work well in teams, to manage your subordinates and your relationship with 

seniors, customers and colleagues depends on your communication skill. 

 

COMMUNICATION 

 “Communication  is  the  process  by  which  information  is  transmitted  between individuals  and  

organization,  so  that  an  understanding  response  results”. OR 

 “Communication  is  the  process  which  involves  transmission  and  accurate  replication  of ideas,  

ensured  by  feedback  for  the  purpose  of  eliciting  action  which  will  accomplish  organizational 

goals”. 

Business  Communication  

 Communication  is  defined  as  “The  flow  of  material  information  perception,  understanding and  

imagination  among  various  parties”. Business  includes  those  organizations,  which  are  engaged  

in  the  production  and  distribution of  goods  and  services  to  earn  profit.  Therefore  Business  

communication  means,  “Flow  of  information, perception  etc.  either  within  a  business  

organization  or  outside  the  organization  among  different parties”.  

EXPLANATION:  

We can  extract  the  following  points  form  the  above  definition; (i) Flow  between  two  or  more  

parties. In  business  communication  the  material  flow  from  one  person  to  another  person  or  

from many  persons  to  different  people.  This  flow  may  either  be  inside  the  organization  or  

outside  the organization. (ii) Flow  of  information,  perception,  imagination  etc. Flow  of  

information  takes  place  when  a  party  transfers  the  material  to  another  mind.  For example,  

when  a  news  caster  says,  “Pakistan  has  conducted  nuclear  test  on  28th  May  1998”.  This  is  a 

flow  of  information  from  news  caster  to  the  listeners. Flow  of  perception  means  transfer  of  

different  feelings.  Finally,  flow  of  imagination  that occurs  when  a  painter  conveys  his/her  

imaginations  through  a  portrait. 


